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ABSTRACT
The suction muffler of a reciprocating compressor is used for reducing a noise produced by pressure pulsations.
From the viewpoint of COP, mainly function of suction muffler is reducing a pressure drop and heat transfer in a
suction system
According to the shape, the suction muffler is classified into expansion -chamber type, Helmholtz-resonator type,
pipe-resonator type, and so on. For the second time, we must consider detailed parameters. (total volume, inlet and
outlet tube size, flow path line length, and so on)
In this study, we carried out experiment and calculation about these detailed parameters using DOE method.
We approached to total process of suction muffler design. (from the viewpoint of COP and noise reduction)

INTRODUCTION
A hermetic reciprocating compressor is used much to household refrigerator. And they consist of suction system,
discharge system and electronic system.
Although there is many parts connected with performance in reciprocating compressor, a reciprocating compressor's
volume efficiency is influenced greatly according to the design suction system how.
The suction system is divided by structure of the suction and suction muffler system usually.
Structure of the suction, refrigerant enters chamber’s interior through the suction pipe. Then, it is path that
refrigerant is outpoured to suction muffler's enterance.
Suction muffler refers to route that deliver refrigerant to cylinder interior through suction plenum in chamber
If we can reduce flow damage that happen at these process, may contribute greatly in improvement of reciprocating
compressor's performance
But, most research until now, it was level that observe a phenomenon of flow in structure of the suction.
In this research, calculated flow loss in suction muffler using CFD, and use DOE, searched for effect of suction
muffler's main design variables.
Finally, we did optimization by an experiment about design variable that draw using CFD.
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SELECTION OF CONTROL FACTORS
Control factors is decided estimation special quality that get into standard of that is good and bad that design
suction system by most suitable. Usually, we can select two variables "flow rate" and "pressure drop" according to
boundary condition.
Firstly, we can suppose that between suction pipe and entrance of suction muffler's pressure difference is fixed, we
can select flow rate in suction muffler entrance by control factors.
If this is the more, it is good characteristic. Second, we can say pressure drop. When flow rate of suction muffler's
refrigerant is fixed, this refers to pressure loss that happen between suction pipe and entrance of suction muffler. If
this is less more, it is good characteristic in efficiency of suction process.
The reduction of pressure loss is main issue in suction muffler design of a reciprocating compressor,
In this study, we chose pressure drop by control factor.

GEOMETRY OF THE ANALYTIC MODEL
Schematic Diagram of Hermetic Reciprocating Compressor
Fig.1 shows schematic diagram of hermetic reciprocating compressor
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of hermetic a reciprocating compressor

Figure 2: Geometry of the analytic model
and control variables

Geometry of The Analytic Model / Control Variables and Their Levels
Fig.2 shows geometry of the analytic model and control variables.
Control variable’s level is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Control variables and their levels
A

B

C

D

Section area of tube

Throat width

Tube length

Tube offset

Hi

5.7

8.07

77

0.0

Lo

5.3

5.35

70

0.08

Control variables

Level
Design

1/2 Factorial
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GOVERN EQUATION
In this research, we supposed suction muffler's flow by incompressible, 3-dimensional turbulent flows. Turbulent
model applied k-e model. Because standard k-e model is known as thing which can yield high convergence and
accuracy in general cases. Govern equation for flow analysis is as following.
Continuity Equation

∂ρ ∂
+
( ρui ) = Sm
∂t ∂xi

(1)

Momentum Conservation Equation

∂
∂
∂p ∂τij
( ρ ui ) +
( ρuiuj ) = −
+
+ ρgi = Fi
∂t
∂xj
∂xi ∂xj
⎡ ∂ui ∂uj ⎤ 2 ∂ui
τij = ⎢ µ ( + )⎥ − µ
δij
⎣ ∂xj ∂xi ⎦ 3 ∂xi

(2)

Because momentum equation is non-linear and boundary conditions is complicated, we can not get correct answer.
Therefore, we tried method to solve answer approximately. Most engineering problem uses equations that average
momentum equation because require average value.
Energy Conservation Equation

∂
∂
( ρE ) +
(ui ( ρE + p ))
∂t
∂xi
⎞
∂ ⎛ ∂T
⎜ keff
=
− ∑ hjJj + uj (τij )eff ⎟⎟ + Sh
⎜
∂xi ⎝
∂xi
j
⎠

(3)

Transport Equation for Standard k-e model

µt ∂k ⎤
∂ ⎡
Dk
( µ + ) ⎥ + Gk + Gb − ρε − YM
=
⎢
σk ∂xi ⎦
Dt ∂xi ⎣
µt ∂ε ⎤
ε
ε2
Dε
∂ ⎡
1ε
ρ
µ
C
G
=
(
+
)
+
(
k + C 3εGb ) − C 2ερ
σε ∂xi ⎥⎦
Dt ∂xi ⎢⎣
k
k
2
k
where µt = ρCµ
, C 1ε = 1.44 , C 2ε = 1.92 , Cµ = 0.09 , σk = 1.0 , σε = 1.3
ρ

(4)

ε

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The Flow in a reciprocating compressor's suction system is unsteady flow that happen by pressure difference
between cylinder by piston and chamber interior. At the same time, according to motion of suction valve, pressure
pulsation happens.
But, because It is difficult to measure correctly pressure and the speed of present suction pipe and suction muffler
interior, analogized boundary condition using approximative method as following.
In this research, we supposed that flow rate of refrigerant that is flowed in cylinder interior per cycle is same with
flow rate that enter into chamber interior through suction pipe. And calculated the speed in suction pipe.
All boundary conditions including inlet and outlet appeared to Table 2.
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Table 2: Boundary conditions at the various locations
INLET
(Suction muffler inlet)

Vin = Vave

Flow rate boundary condition

OUTLET
(Suction muffler base)

Pout = 0 Pa

Inflow = 0

INTERIOR
(Suction muffler interior)

∂T
=0
∂t

Incompressible flow
3-dimensional turbulent flow

Wall
(Suction muffler's wall)

Porosity = 0, No-slip

Volume = 0

CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this research, we did DOE that use CFD about analytic model of the suction muffler, and confirmed each main
effect and interaction here. We did control variables selection again. And through an experiment, confirmed control
variables' effect. carried out experiment using calorimeter.
We could display control variables' the standardized effects that choose at early by pareto chart to Fig.3.
And except Tube offset (D) that effect is small, displayed the standardized effects to Fig.4 by pareto chart about
remainder control variables.
We can know that control variables' effect clearly through these process.
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Figure 3: The standardized effects of control
variables (Before Polling)
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Figure 4: The standardized effects of control
variables ( After Polling)
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Figure 5: CFD Results of Throat width (B) 7.68

Figure 6: CFD Results of Throat width (B) 11.68

Fig.5 and 6 is velocity vector of suction muffler interior flow.
When control variable Throat width (B) is 7.68, it expresses velocity vector such as Fig.5. Fig.6 presents interior
flow of muffler entrance by velocity vector, when it is 11.68. We can know that Fig.6 is flowed in suction muffler
interior without velocity loss more than Fig.5.
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Figure 7: Main effect of control variable

Figure 8: Interaction of control variable

Fig.7-Fig.8 presents results that achieve DOE by uniformity level about control variables that choose through CFD.
Fig.7 is control variables' main effect and Fig.8 is Interaction between control variables.
In main effect, we can know that effect of Throat width (B) influences greatly among the control variables, And
Interaction between Section area of tube (A) and Tube length (C) happens greatly.
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CONCLUSIONS
To improve reciprocating compressor's performance, we did DOE using CFD about analytic model of suction
muffler, and confirmed each main effect and interaction here. We did control variables selection again. And through
an experiment, confirmed control variables' effect. carried out experiment using calorimeter.
Also, we apply results in design actually, got result that improve performance of compressor. At process that control
noise using suction muffler, we could utilize to basis data that can confirm correlation with performance and noise o
f Suction muffler's design variables.

NOMENCLATURE
Sm
p
ρgi

τij

Fi
Gk

Keff
Jj '
K

:
:

Source term of the mass
Static Pressure

:
:
:

Gravitational Body Force
Stress Tensor
External Body Force

:

Generation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy due to Mean Velocity Gradients

ε
µ

:
:

Effective Conductivity
Diffusion Flux of Species j’

:
:
:

Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Turbulent Dissipation Rate
Molecular Viscosity
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